WITH/OUT PRETEND
“Being truthful, even when the truth is ugly or
inconvenient, gives us the warmth and strength
needed to remake the systems that oppress us.”
							

Jessika Hepburn

How would you describe With/Out Pretend, and its objectives?
With/out Pretend is an independent Toronto - based publisher.
Our mission is to produce and promote work by emerging *womenidentified writers and visual artists* including folks who identify as
trans, indigenous, femme, and women of colour.

Could you explain the challenges and objectives for an
independent publisher nowadays?
So far our projects have been collaborative — and our process to make
a book looks more like it would to produce an anthology or magazine.
We’re going to be publishing solo authors for our 2019 schedule, but
even still those projects will include a visual art component, and that
makes us a little different from the norm in publishing. Funding is an
issue for any independent body and so far we’ve been funding projects
privately and without grant assistance. It’s a complex process to involve
multiple collaborators in the production of something, but the reward
is really worth it, because the final product is infused with energy.
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We’re working now on something new and exciting — and we
hope there will be a positive response from our community and
supporters — to produce more work, more often. The project will
live online and will function like a low-cost digital subscribership.
Folx will join monthly or annually to receive new writing and art
every month, work by really talented emerging artists. We’re
calling it “The Vault” and we’re putting a ton of hours and lots of
heart into it.
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You are focusing on producing, promoting and distributing works
by women, including those who identify as femme, queer, trans,
and persons of colour, can you tell us more about it?
By making it our mission to tell these stories, we aim to break the
silence and stigma around women’s experiences and feelings. With/
out Pretend aims to follow a ‘for women, by women’ philosophy of
creating in order to promote solidarity and transparency between
ourselves and our audience. In doing so, our hope is that readers
from all walks of life will be able to embrace their own relationship
to feeling and to reduce the shame and fear attached to personal
expression. In the forward for our second collection Portraits,
Jessika Hepburn writes:
«Being truthful, even when the truth is ugly or inconvenient, gives
us the warmth and strength needed to remake the systems that
oppress us.» I think that really sums up what we’re all about!

What drives you to produce a publication?
Producing our anthologies has allowed us the opportunity to ask
questions about the big and complex feelings bottled up inside
us. From there, we step back and give writers and artists the
opportunity to contemplate their own answers. By recognizing
that our goal is not to find a singular truth, we end up creating a
tapestry of voices.
Can you explain our readers your own process of publishing?
For our anthologies, the first step is to find an art director, because
that person helps set the tone of the whole project. Together, we
make a list of the contributors we’re hopeful to secure, and then
we reach out to pitch them on being a part of the project!
We’re wholly independent, and we work with printing partners
who share our values. So far, we’ve printed our publications in
Canada, with independent producers. We may have to pay a bit
more per unit, but we can visit the facilities, meet the folk behind
the businesses we’re working with. We’re also currently managing
our own distribution, which can be a challenge!
We’re stocked with independent boutiques and bookstores in
Canada and the US and always looking to expand our partnerships
with stockists — because this is the #1 way readers find our work.

«The name [With/Out Pretend] was
inspired by a Wye Oak song called Civilian.
The lyric is, “I am nothing without
pretend.” I founded the company because
I wanted to create work and have the
room to grow into something bigger that
could support other emerging writers
and artists. We officially started calling
ourselves a publisher in 2015.»

What are the main influences that make up your team, your
work and found your identity?
We’re rooted in the values of a community-building framework.
I think we naturally gravitate to those values more than we fit
within the literary publishing scene. But that scene is changing
all the time, with more and more independent producers like us
popping up! We aim to facilitate and promote women’s voices,
stories and experiences because we think this is a work that can
have a meaningful impact. Our team is still small, and we work
with a number of different art directors, designers and editors
on various projects. We have rotating interns, a stellar publishing
coordinator and a person who manages aspects of production,
community & customer care.

«An independent publication should
have its own voice. This voice should
be uncensored and willing to ask
questions, push itself to innovate
and speak from an authentic place.»

According to you what should (or could) an independent
publication look like? How would we distribute it? Which
publishing traditions did we wish to continue, and which did
we wish to challenge?
An independent publication should have its own voice. This voice
should be uncensored and willing to ask questions, push itself to
innovate and speak from an authentic place.
In terms of distribution, one of the most challenging parts of
indie publishing is circulating the work. How do we get audiences
to support what we’re doing? We think that returning to the idea
of voice, being truthful and unfiltered allows producers to create
genuine connections even through the process of distribution.

Finding the strength to advocate for your work will activate your
passion and soon, you will realize that you are capable of making
things happen. Consider your audience and understand that if
you want folks to listen, it is important to create and maintain
an inclusive and immersive atmosphere around your work. At the
heart of it all, accessibility is key and we think that there is value
in pushing through or past the traditional aspects of this industry
to make these works more accessible. To build a bridge between
the reader, the publisher, the artist, the retail space. We’re all in
this together!
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«Accessibility is key [...] build a bridge
between the reader, the publisher, the
artist, the retail space.»

How would you describe the current book community in
Toronto? Worldwide?
There are so many writers and artists in the Toronto book
community that are challenging what it means to create within
this medium. We’re a part of a difficult business and the most
important thing we can do is support each other and listen to
the experiences outside of our own to better our community. It
is important to apply this attitude on a global scale and to always
be mindful in hopes that we will produce and share impactful,
moving work. Making books in digital age has shifted the tradition.
We strive to carry our beliefs into our social media to create a
community outside of our home city. There is such an advantage
to being able to communicate with readers who are unable to
attend our local workshops and events.
At a local scale, it is amazing to see all the low-cost resources
and opportunities available in our city for those who are wanting
to take part in this practice.
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«It is important to maintain the spirit of
resistance in the process of creating tangible
works of art outside of a digital space. As we
move into the future, we can only hope that
our actions will keep print culture alive.»

What are your thoughts on TOABF 2018 theme of political
activism and resistance? Can the magazines be used as a political
medium to critique and subvert the established practice of
traditional institutions today? If so, how?
There is so much power in seeing independent print through
the lens of political activism and resistance; given the history of
tangible art, there is an inextricable connection between these
things. Creating our space and purpose allows us, as creators,
to undo our oppression and to clear space for stories that were
once silenced and ignored.
According to you, what is the future for the independent
artistic print culture? The publishing community?
It is important to maintain the spirit of resistance in the process
of creating tangible works of art outside of a digital space. As we
move into the future, we can only hope that our actions will keep
print culture alive. We must continue to participate as allies and
creators by supporting the work of those around us and using our
platforms as vehicles to empower our readers.
These answers reflect those of the With/out Pretend team, and were written in collaboration by
Erin Klassen, Founder/Editor and Jessica Kasiama, Publishing Coordinator. Thank you !
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«Now more than ever, we are
recognizing print media as a necessary tool
for mobilizing social change.»

